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General Education Assessment Report 2013-14
Introduction
The assessment of general education objectives is a critical aspect of our work to
continuously improve student learning at our institution. In addition, assessment of FSU’s
general education program is required by the New England Association Schools and Colleges
(NEASC). The Office of Assessment has general oversight of the general education assessment
process, and the Assessment Advisory Group (AAG) provides input and a faculty voice to this
process.
“The general education program at FSU is intended to provide breadth in the
baccalaureate degree program to foster student learning beyond a single, narrow discipline or
field. General education is designed to facilitate the increase of knowledge, an appreciation for
learning in a broad context, the ability to relate new information to what one has learned
previously, the capacity to judge information rather than to simply accept it, and the facility to
use what one learns in a realistic and logical manner. More specifically, the general education
requirement is designed to help students to acquire the following learning objectives:
•

Overarching Objective: Solve Problems Using Critical Thinking (All General
Education courses should meet this objective.)
1. Communicate Effectively Orally
2. Communicate Effectively in Writing
3. Solve Problems Using Quantitative Thinking
4. Demonstrate a Critical Understanding of Human Diversity
5. Demonstrate Civic Literacy
6. Recognize Ethical and Social Responsibilities
7. Locate, Evaluate, and Apply Information
8. Solve Problems Using Creative Thinking
9. Demonstrate Technological Competency
10. Work Collaboratively and Independently” (Undergraduate Student Catalog 201213) ” (FSU Catalog)
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Specific courses in the general education curriculum are designated as focusing on each
of the above outcomes. More information on the general education curriculum at FSU can be
found at http://www.framingham.edu/undergraduate-catalogs/documents/1314/8a-gen-edrequirements.pdf.
In 2013-14 we completed our second year of assessment of the general education
curriculum using institutional portfolios. The recommendations from the 2011-12 report guided
the implementation of several changes to both the assessment process and how results were
reported. This year we assessed Objective 7: Locate, Evaluate, and Apply Information, and we
conducted pilot studies using rubrics for Objective 6: Recognize Social and Ethical
Responsibilities and Objective 9: Demonstrate Technological Competency.
This report focuses on the results of FSU’s use of institutional portfolios of student
artifacts and faculty developed rubrics to assess the general education program during the 201314 academic year.
Rubric Development Process
Rubric development is an ongoing process that began during the Fall 2010/Spring 2011
academic year. Faculty who are part of AAG, have been involved with developing or redesigning
existing rubrics for general education outcomes since 2011. The Association of American
Colleges and University (AAC&U) VALUE rubrics were used as a foundation. Working in
small groups, faculty modified the AAC&U rubrics to more specifically align with the general
education program at FSU. The utility of the rubric drafts was then evaluated using small
samples of student assignments. The rubrics were revised based on the feedback from the AAG
members that performed the evaluations.
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The rubric for Locate, Evaluate, and Apply Information (Obj. 7) was pilot tested in
AY2012-13 and it was used to assess General Education Objective 7 in AY2013-14. The rubrics
for General Education Objectives 6 and 9 were created in AY 2013-14 and were used in small
pilot studies to test their usability in scoring student work. The results from the pilot of these two
rubrics were discussed extensively by the AAG. These two rubrics will be fine-tuned by faculty
over the next academic year based on feedback from the AAG and faculty teaching general
education courses.
Methods
Data Collection and Preparation
The Office of Assessment collected student assignments (called “artifacts”) embedded in
existing general education courses across campus. The Office of Assessment requested faculty
teaching general education courses associated with the learning objectives 6, 7 and 9 to
voluntarily submit samples of student work.
The Office of Assessment implemented several changes to the artifact collection process
this year because the General Education Assessment Report of 2011-12 concluded that there
were not enough artifacts collected to accurately assess learning objectives , and faculty were
uncertain of the submission process. Consequently, in AY2013-14, faculty were given a clear
set of instructions for submitting artifacts (See Appendix A). These instructions outlined the
submission process and emphasized that the Office of Assessment was available to support
faculty in their efforts to collect student work. Faculty were also provided a cover sheet to be
submitted with the student work (See Appendix B). Between AY2012-13 and AY2013-14, the
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number of artifacts collected by the Office of Assessment doubled (Table 1), suggesting greater
faculty involvement.
2012-13

2013-14

Objective

# of Artifacts

Objective

# of Artifacts

Overarching

55

Obj 6

23

Obj 2

32

Obj 7

120

Obj 3

10

Obj 9

54

Overall

97

Overall

197

Table 1. Institutional portfolios of artifacts AY 2012-13 to AY 2013-14.

Once collected, artifacts selected for the institutional portfolio were scrubbed of all
student, course, and faculty information to ensure anonymity during the rating process. A panel
of faculty was recruited as paid raters who provided scores for each artifact using the FSU rubric
for each outcome assessed. Each rubric varies in the number of categories assessed for each
outcome but all use a 0 to 4 scale where 0 is a low score and 4 is a high score (Appendix B).
Scoring Process
In AY2013-14, the scoring process was modified from previous years. Drs. Nicholas and
Shearman led norming sessions for all faculty raters prior to scoring. Norming sessions were
held for each objective in order to ensure that all raters were familiar with the institutional rubric
(Appendix B). During these sessions, faculty practiced scoring student work using sample
assignment prompts, and they engaged in discussions about the utility of the rubric. These
exercises helped ensure all of the raters used the institutional rubrics similarly when scoring
artifacts independently.
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Based on findings from the 2012-13 General Education Assessment Report, the
assignment prompts associated with the student work were provided to the raters in order to give
raters context with which to score student work. After the training sessions, raters were paired
into teams of two, and each team scored the same set of artifacts independently. After each rater
in a team scored the first 10 artifacts the raters discussed their scores. If scores diverged by more
than a point, the raters discussed why the scoring discrepancies existed and attempted to reach a
consensus. Once this norming session was completed, each rater scored the remainder of their
assigned artifacts independently without consultation.
Raters assigned sub scores for each component on the rubric. Scores ranged from 0-4
wherein higher scores reflect a greater level of competency in the outcome being assessed. An
overall score for the artifact as arrived at by averaging sub-scores for a given artifact. When
overall scores within a rater pair differed by more than 1 point, despite norming, a third faculty
rater provided an additional score. Since the rubrics for Objectives 6 and 9 were being pilot
tested this year, a third rater did not rescore artifacts that received divergent scores from the
original two raters.
Results
Objective 7: Locate, Evaluate, and Apply Information
In the summer of 2014, three pairs of faculty raters scored 120 artifacts as part of the
Objective 7 portfolio. All of the artifacts used for this assessment were written papers. The
overall mean score for Objective 7 was 2.27 with a SD of 1.03 (See Table 2 for sub component
scores). The frequency distribution of scores was positively skewed (Fig. 1) with the median
score being higher than the mean score (Fig. 2).
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Component

M ean

Stand. Dev.

Scope location

1.99

1.28

Att ainment

1.77

1.34

Evaluation

2.69

1.13

App licat ion of Info 2.24

1.04

overall Mean

1.03

2.27

Table 2. 2013-2014 Overall Results for Objective 7: Locate, Evaluate, and Apply Information.
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution for Objective 7: Locate, Evaluate, and Apply Information.
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Figure 2. Box and whisker plot of the scores for 120 artifacts for Obj. 7.

The results of this objective reveal students at FSU perform well on this objective.
Objective 6: Ethical and Social Responsibility – Pilot Study
In summer 2014, one team of two faculty scored 23 artifacts as part of the Objective 6
portfolio. This was a pilot study designed to test the institution’s rubric for Ethical and Social
Responsibility, which was created by faculty in the previous year. Sixteen instructors taught
general education courses for this objective, and all of the artifacts used for this pilot study were
written papers associated with a single assignment.
On average, Objective 6 scores in 2013-14 were 1.85 (SD = .78). Breaking down the
overall mean score for Objective 6 into the components on the rubric can provide further
diagnostic insight into areas of strength or weakness in recognizing ethical and social
responsibilities. Results indicated that students’ scored an average of 1.46 on the item ethical
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self-awareness, 2.15 on ethical issue recognition, 2.15 on understanding and application of
ethical perspectives and concepts, and 1.21 on the evaluation of different ethical perspectives and
concepts. These sub scores are represented in Table 3.

Objective 6: Ethical and Social Responsibilities
2.5
Mean Score

2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Ethical Self-Awareness Ethical Issue Recognition

Understanding and
Evaluation of Different
Application of Ethical
Ethical
Perspectives/Concepts Perspectives/Concepts

Rubric Components

Figure 3. Average scores for each of the sub-categories rated for Objective 6: Ethical and Social Responsibilities

Mean

Stand. Dev

Ethical Self-Awareness

1.46

0.65

Ethical Issue Recognit ion

2.15

0.28

Understanding and Appl ication
of Ethical
2.15
Perspectives/Concepts

0.15

Evaluation of Diff Ethical
Perspectives/Co ncepts

1.21

0.06

Overall Mean

1.85

0.78

Table 3. 2013-14 Obj 6 Sub-scores
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Objective 9: Demonstrate Technological Competency – Pilot Study
In summer 2014, one team comprising of three faculty members rated 54 artifacts
(samples of student work) as part of the Objective 9 portfolio. This was a pilot study designed to
test the institution’s rubric for Demonstrate Technological Competency, which was created by
faculty in the previous year. The artifacts used for this pilot study included quizzes and
PowerPoint presentations.
On average, Objective 9 scores in 2013-14 were 1.53 (SD = .63).Breaking down the
overall mean score for Objective 9 into the components on the rubric can provide further
diagnostic insight into areas of strength or weakness in the general education objective:
Demonstrate Technology Competency. Results indicate that students’ scored an average of 1.52
on the foundational IT concepts, 1.39 on capabilities: problem solving, critical thinking, and life
long learning with IT, and 2.08 on skills in the use of IT. These sub scores are represented in
Table 4.

Obj 9: Demonstrate Technology Competency
2.5

Mean Scores

2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Foundational
Concepts

Capabilities

Skills

Rubric Components

Figure 4. Average scores for each of the sub-categories rated for Objective 9: Demonstrate Technological
Competency
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Mean

Stand. Dev

Foundational Concepts

1.52

0.64

Capabilit ies

1.39

0.59

Skills

2.08

0.46

Overall Mean

1.53

0.63

Table 4. 2013-14 Obj 9 sub-scores
Discussion
During the 25 February, 2014 and 11 March, 2014 meetings of the Assessment Advisory
Group, the group discussed the results of this report. This discussion focused on the rubrics,
scoring process, feedback from the faculty raters, and avenues for improving the general
education assessment process at FSU.
The AAG was pleased with the results for the objective that was assessed – Locate,
Evaluate and Apply Information. Analysis of the results revealed that a greater percentage of
students scored higher than the mean while 25% of student scores were clustered on the upper
scale of the rubric. However, the AAG, after examining the raters’ comments, concluded that
assessment results were not yet valid to speak to issues of student performance on the outcomes
or the general education program itself. The discussion of results focused on the assessment
process itself and with finding ways to align faculty approaches in the classroom with general
education objectives. The recommendations of the AAG have been grouped into categories for
meaningful consumption.
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Artifact Collection
•

Consider outreach opportunities to visiting lecturers teaching general education
courses in order to increase the number of artifacts submitted for assessment.

•

Determine the number of courses that are available for each objective. Only
assess those objectives for which enough artifacts can be collected for adequate
sample sizes.

•

Discuss with the University Curriculum Committee and relevant departments on
ways to increase the number of courses that can be used to assess currently underrepresented objectives.

Norming Sessions
•

Norming sessions need to be more focused on a common understanding of the
rubric rather than discussion of the rubric and what does and does not work.

•

These sessions need to clarify when raters should use a “0” or a “NA”.

•

Consider longer or multiple sessions per group of raters.

Rating process
•

Consider giving raters only artifacts from within their own disciplines.

•

The Office of Assessment should consider pre-screening assignment prompts to
help eliminate N/A artifacts prior to rating.

Curricular Review
•

The AAG discussed at length the impact of the general education curriculum on
the structure of assessment. It discussed the need that at some stage departments
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should review the objectives associated with specific courses and that such a
review should be periodic.
•

The AAG also called for a review of the emphasis that each general education
objective had in the curriculum. This information would be helpful is examining
the effectiveness of the curriculum and also help inform assessment efforts.

Faculty development
•

Professional development training particularly for instructors teaching general
education-designated courses is imperative.

•

The use of professional development would also address concerns that classroom
work was not aligned with the institutional general education rubrics.

Rubric revisions
•

Establish benchmarks for each rubric.

•

Objective 7:
o Make distinctions between 0-4 more precise.
o Add descriptors to the 0-4 rating on the rubric.
o Modify the rubric to ensure that all aspects of the objective are captured
by the rubric.

•

Objective 6:
o Make outcome descriptions more explicit.
o Add descriptors to the 0-4 rating on the rubric
o Determine if the ethical and social responsibility aspects are both being
represented equally in the rubric.
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o Test the rubric using artifacts from additional assignments to determine
the breadth of its utility.
•

Objective 9:
o Split outcomes in order to make them more concise.
o Seek feedback from departments on the outcomes and definitions of the
rubric.
o Add descriptors to the 0-4 rating on the rubric.

Framingham State University’s commitment to student learning is evident in the
resources and opportunities made available for assessment. This assessment exercise revealed
that assessment is a process rather than a destination. Our task for the next cycle of assessment is
clear: to continue to make improvements to our processes and rubrics with the goal of generating
valid results that can inform student learning and our approach to general education at FSU.
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APPENDIX A - SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMITTING ARTIFCATIONS

Dear Instructor:
As part of our commitment to improving student learning, and as required by NEASC, Framingham State
University assesses samples of student work from across campus for the purpose of evaluating students’
achievement of our general education learning objectives. We are now in year three of our assessment plan, and this
semester we are collecting student work for the following general education objectives:
•
•
•

Overarching Objective : Critical Thinking
Objective 2 : Written Communication
Objective 4: Human Diversity
The following course(s) that you teach have been designated as focusing on Gen Ed Objective
COURSE NUMBER

COURSE TITLE, SECTION

We encourage you to submit student artifacts that focus on the above objective for the general education
assessment process. The purpose of this assessment process is to evaluate students’ achievement of general
education objectives – not to evaluate individual instructors, courses, or departments.
This assessment process is entirely voluntary and confidential. Please see the confidentiality section below
for steps taken to ensure confidentiality in the assessment and reporting processes. Samples may be submitted
electronically or hard copy. We will be collecting samples through the end of this semester. Directions for
submitting samples of student work are below.
Please contact Dr. Rebecca Shearman at rshearman@framingham.edu if you are willing to volunteer
student artifacts for this process.
If you have any questions about the assessment process or confidentiality, please do not hesitate to contact
either Dr. Rebecca Shearman or Dr. Mark Nicholas, Director of Assessment, (mnicholas1@framingham.edu).
Assessment of students’ achievement of the general education objectives is a critical piece of our strategy
for improving student learning at Framingham State University. Thank you for your consideration and time on this
important project.
Sincerely,

Becky Shearman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Department of Biology

DIRECTIONS FOR SUBMISSION OF ARTIFACTS
•

For detailed directions on how to submit student work, please click: http://www.framingham.edu/officeof-assessment/documents/artifact-submission-guideline-spring.pdf
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•

For details on the general education assessment at FSU, pleas click the following link:
http://www.framingham.edu/office-of-assessment/general-education.html

It is recommended that you inform your students that their work will be submitted confidentially for
assessment of the general e0ducation curriculum. Sample text for student disclosure is available on the above
website.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Appropriate steps will be taken to protect the students’ and instructors’ privacy. Your name and willingness
to participate will not be shared with anyone. If you choose to participate, you may remove student, instructor, and
course identifiers prior to submission of student work. If you do not remove identifying information, it will be
removed by the Office of Assessment, prior to the assessment process.
Assessment scores will be reported at the institution level only. No identifying information about students
or instructors will be reported and individual results will not be made available. Furthermore, no personnel actions
will be affected by your decision to participate or not participate, and no record of participation or non-participation
will be maintained.
ARTIFACTS BEST SUITED FOR GENERAL EDUCATION ASSESSMENT
•
•
•
•

Written projects or papers of at least 2-3 pages, but generally not more than 10 pages
Open inquiry assignments where students answer a question, decide what data to obtain, organize and
present data to support a hypothesis or answer a question, or provide a conclusion or summary
Individual student work
Should be an assignment that is part of your undergraduate course in semester, Spring 2015 (please submit
prior to grading)
ARTIFACTS NOT SUITED FOR GENERAL EDUCATION ASSESSMENT

•
•
•
•
•

Fill-in the blank
Multiple choice exams
Presentations
Student work written in a foreign language
Note that assignments with these characteristics may work perfectly well in a course, but do not fit our
general education assessment process (this does not mean they are bad assignments!)
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Appendix C – FSU Institutional Rubrics
Objective 7: Locate, Evaluate, and Apply Information

~ Framingham

W

State University

OFFICE OF ASSESSMENT
General Education Rubric OBJECTIVE: Locate, Evaluate, Apply Information (pilot)
Rating
4

Selection of
appropriate sources

I

3

Demonstrate,- extensive diversity in source
selectioo, and source type{sJ is appropri ate fO( the

Some diversity in sou rce selection, and
sou rce type{s) is appr opriate fo r the

as si.gnment.

ass ·gnment .

Excellen t sou ice selection that direc:tl'yre lates to

Most sources d·rectly relate to the key
concepts/thes is of the work .

I

2

l

litt!e diversity in source $election and some
source types are not approp riate fOf the
ass ·gnmen t.

No divers ity in source selection an d f ew source
!tvPes ,;1reappropriate fOI"assignment .

Some sources relate to 11'1e
key concepts/thesis

~ncepts/thesis

0

No dive rsity in sou rce selection, and
so1..1·cetype{s) is inappropr iate f or the
assignmen t.

Most source-sdo no t relate to the key
the key coo~pts/thesis

Appropriate use of
citations

o f t he wo rk.

Corr ect use of All strat egies to access and use
informati on eth ically and legally :
Use o f titation5, and references.
(includ ing works cited li st).
Choice o r citations al'ld quota t ions are consistent.
Distinguishes between common knowle dge and
ideas requ iri ng attr ibution .

Evalu ation

Demonstiates thorough (system at ica11
v and me thod icallyJ crit ical evaluation of relevant inf or~
m ation.

Ab !e to use t hese strateg ies correct ly:

o f thewortc. .
Able to use t hese strateg ies correctly:

Use o f citations and references
(including wo ,ks cited list) .
Choice of citations and qu otations are

of the w ork.

Use o f ci t;i tions and references but w Ofks cite<f
page does not m atch up to citation5,.

~nly d irect quotes are cited or there is O\lefit ing, me aning citing almost everything.

N/ A•

..

Not
applicab le to

assignment.
Sources d o n ot relate to the key
concepts/thesis of the work .
Work does n ot include any citatio ,1s or
w orks cited list, at all .

Not
applicab le to

he
it<;ltions presented do not match wo rk$ cite d li$l .

sornctirnes inconsistent.

Oistin guishcs be-twceo oommon knowle dge-and Information that needs to be cited is not ci~.
ideas requiring attr ibut ion .
No citat ions are in d uded at all .

Distinguishes between common
know ledge-and idC'asreq uirin g att ri bu tion

Some in-text citations are used, but not all are
appropriate .

ReD!esent5 wor k attr ib uted to othe rs has his/Iler
K>wn.

w eaknesses,
Identities lim it<;ltions
suggests alternatives and compa res Of
contsasts with othe r so-wees, but lacks
systematic and mclhodica l anatysis.

Presents inf ormation with some di5,CI.Jssi
on of
lin1itations or weaknesses; suggests
alternatives; compares er coni.rasts w ith other
sources, but analys is is cursory and insufficien t

P,es ents infQfmation with little discussion of
limitations or weaknesses; does not. suggest
~lternattvcs; docs not com;xue nor contras l w ith
~ther sources.

Adequ ate interpretation and synthesis o f
source in fo: mation but lack$ student's
origina l concepts , ideas o r mode l.

M in ima! interpretation and synthes is of source
P, ovides on ty interpr etat ion or s.ynthesis o f
inf ormation, origjnal concepts, idea5-or mode ls. isource info rmation , b ut not both .

°'

I

assignment.

Work doesnotdemon5,t:Jate any
evaluat io n at al l.

Not

ap pt;C3bleto
he
assign ment .

Identifies li mit;itions or w eaknesses, suggests
alternatives and compares or contrasts w ith other
sources.

Int erpretati on and

synthesis
of information

Adequate interpretation and synthesis of source
information arid pr(]',li des student 's o rigin al
concepts, idea5-or mode l.

*NOTE: If th e artifact is "not app licable" for all o utcomes listed , then it is likely th at the art ifact is not appropri ate for the assessment of th is object ive .
Faculty Members: Karen Druffel, Sandra Roth enberg , Becky Shearman
Last Revised: June 17, 2014 at norming session.

Work does n ot demonstrate an\'
application of infQfmation at all.

Not
applicab le to

he

assignnaent.
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Objective 6: Recognize ethical and social responsibilities

~ Framingham
~ State Universit y
OFFICEOF ASSESSMENT
General Education Rubric OBJECTIVE:Recognize ethica l and social respon sibilities (pilo t)

I

Rating

OUTCO
ME
4

Ethical SelfAwareness

Provides d m iled discussion AHDa mly sisof bot h
own core bel iefs and origins

2

3

cf t hos-e beliefs.

Oisw ss:esin deu il b<ahO'llll n core beliefs

ard .ariginsof those bei efs..

l

N/A•

0

Scat es both awn core be liefs AND the or igi ns of ls.tates own co re bel iefs OR ankula tes the origin s Does nat stat e own beliefs« th e
tho se beIiefs.
orig ins of tho se beliefs.
fohh ase be liffli, but not both .

Nat

applica bl e to
the

assignme ra .

EthicalIssue
Recognitio
n

RecogniR.s mu hi ple ethica l is.sue.sand their

RKogni zes mult iple et l'i<al issues and

Recog nizes bask et li<a l issues BUT

Recognizes ba.sC:
et h ical issues BUT do es not

Does not M dence recognition of

comp le.,:ty AN D undemands the i rt:errelationships
amorg t he is.sues.

their .complexity, BUT hilsonly a
rudin entary unde m.a nli rg of the
interr elationships among th e ~ues.

demon strateson ly a nuim entary
u,d ersr.andingof the <am plexily of those

und emand th e<am plexity of those issu es.

ethica l is.sues.

Understanding and Provides acau ate application of eth ical
persp ea iw..s{c<>ncep1s to an eth ic.al question AND
App llcatlo n of
considers th e fu ll implicatio n of th e appli::ation.
Ethical Perspec11ves/
Concepts
Maka refer-en.ce to rele\lant et hic.al th ~ries.

Pnwi desaccurate ap pkat ion of ethica l
pe rspKtives/concep u 10 an ethical
qu estion BUT does n-ca<a nsiderthe
inpl ications of the appka tio n.

May re-ferenceet hic.al tteo ri es.

issues.

Demo nstrates some u,d ersr.andingof et hical
pers;pec:tives/conceptsBU T does not includ e
ref erance to ethicaltheori es.
.Ailpties ethical pea pea in :s/ conceptst<> .an
ett. cal question BUT some af the app licatio n is

Demonstrates orly rudim emary und erstanding
Does not d emonstrate und ers&anding
land applica tio n of ethi::al perspect iwe.s/<0ncep1s af et hi<al p erspec:tives/c<>n
c epu an d
does not app ly ethical
o an ethica I qu estion.
persp ectin:s/ conc epts t<>a n et hic.fl
question.

Nat
applicabl eto
the
as.signme ra .

Nat
applicabl eto
the
as.signme ra .

inaco.mt e.

Evaluationof
Different Ethical
Perspectives
/
Concepts

States a pa.sition and includes oij ecti ons to, and
assumptions an d limitations of, th e diff erent
p ersp ea n.es{c<>
neep1s, AND effectiv ely
incorp or at es th em into decisj.on maki rg.

Scates a pos iiion an d inc kJdes object ions
10.,an d assumptions a rd l wrlilati ons of,
th e diff erent perspea we:5/ c<>n
cepts BUT
incam plH ely incorporates th em into
decision making.

Scates a posilion an d ind.1 des objecti<>nsto.,an d !States a posit ion BUT does not ind u de obj Ktions
assump1ionsand limi ation s of, the diffe rara
o, and assumpt ions and limitati<>ns d .,th e
p:eGpKtives/conce pu ., BUT does not
differem perspectiv es/concepts .
inco rporate them in10 d ec:ision ma king.

*NOTE: If the artifa ct is ~not appl icable" for all outc omes li sted, the n it is likely that the arti fact is not appr opriate fo r the assessment of t hi s object ive.
Faculty M embers: Ma rian Cohen, Jeff Gao, Becky Shea rm an
Last Revi sed: August 7, 2013

Does nat st.ate a position .

Nat
applicabl eto
the
as.signme ra .
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Objective 9: Informational Technology Competency

nformat iona l Techno logy Co mpete ncy Rub ric fo r Objective 9
Outcomes

4
Adeptly demonstrates
understanding of
information
technology with
strong insight
Fully demonstrates
understanding of
concepts, lim itat ions,
and imp lications of
technology.

3
Effective ly learns and
demonstrates the use
of technology with
suff icient knowledge.
Shows good
fa mil iarity with
concepts, limitations,
and implications of
technology.

2
Demonstrates
learning the use of
technology w it h
some knowledge,
skill, or ability .
Some familiarity
concepts, limitations,
and implications of
technology.

Capabilities:
problem solving,
crit ical thinking,
lifelong learning
with IT

Adeptly evaluates
and selects dig ital
tools based on the
appropriateness to
the specific task.
Aptly app lies
concepts to solve
problems.

Effective ly evaluates
and selects digital
tools based on the
appropr iateness to
the specific t ask.
Effective ly applies
concepts to solve
problems.

Limited evaluation of
the too ls used and
appropriateness to
the specific task.
Limited application of
concepts to solve
problems.

Skills in the use
of infor mation
techno logy

Adeptly uses
technology skills with
advanced proficiency,
using a variety of
media and formats.
Attempts to use new
tools and apply
technology in
different ways for the
purpose of the
activity required.

Although effectively
uses technology skills
w ith adequate
proficiency, the
student does not use
a variety of media
and/or formats.
Or overall, he/she
could improve in one
or more skill areas,
or attempt to use
tools in different
ways for the purpose
of the activity
required.

Limited technology
skills. Requires
remediation to
perform some basic
tasks.

Foundational IT
Concepts

1
Very lim ited
demonstration of
learning the use of
technology with
knowledge, skill, or
ability.
Poor understanding
of the concepts,
limitations, and
implications of
technoloqy.
Very lim ited
evaluation of the
tools used, and
appropriateness for
the specific task.
Very limited
appl icat ion of
concepts to solve
problems.
Very limited
technology skills, and
is not able to perform
some basic tasks
successfully.

*NOTE: If th e artifa ct is "no t applicable" for all ou tc omes listed th en it i s likely that the artifact is n ot appropriate
Faculty Memb ers: Karen Druffe i Juliana Luna Freire, and David Keil
Last Revised: February

13, 2014

0
No demonstration of
learning the use of
technology with
knowledge, skill, or
abi lity.
No demonstration of
fami liarity with
concepts, limitations,
and implications of
technology.

N/A

Student was not ab le
to properly evaluate
the tools and
appropr iateness for
the specific task.
No applicat ion of
concepts to solve
problems.
Student was not ab le
to use technology
skills to accomplish
tas ks.

for the assessme nt of th is objective.

